Research in ContextEvidence before this studyUsing the key words "Parkinson\'s disease," "intelligibility," and "speech treatment," we searched the Cochrane Database and PubMed for relevant articles from Jan. 1, 1988 to May 15, 2020. Three randomised controlled trials (RCTs) on speech treatment in PD were identified, all of which revealed benefits of intensive speech treatment targeting voice. While these studies were the first to generate short- and long-term efficacy data for speech treatment in PD, they were primarily confined to acoustic and physiologic measures and patient and family reports; no RCT examined whether speech treatment improves speech intelligibility in PD.Added value of this studyResults are presented from the first RCT documenting that intensive speech treatment targeting voice improves speech intelligibility in PD. Further scientific advances include: 1) two active speech treatment comparators and an inactive comparator to dissociate the effects of speech treatment target and dosage; 2) orthographic transcription accuracy data collected from blinded listeners (*n* = 117), implementing the gold standard and most objective measure of intelligibility; 3) inclusion of the dimension of patients' vocal loudness in intelligibility assessment for the first time in an RCT.Implications of all the available evidencePrevious evidence indicates that intensive speech treatment targeting voice can make short- and long-term improvements across a range of variables in PD, including vocal loudness, vocal quality, articulation, intonation, swallowing disorders, and patient-reported communication effectiveness, consistent with neural findings (positron emission tomography and functional magnetic resonance imaging). Our findings demonstrate that intensive speech treatment targeting voice improves speech intelligibility in PD. Taken together with previously reported gains following treatment targeting voice, there is substantial evidence that this treatment results in meaningful improvements in communication. Data from implementation studies in "real world" clinical settings, including with treatment delivered via telemedicine, are consistent with these findings; thus, this evidence-based treatment may positively impact health-related quality of life for patients with PD globally when it is included in patient management.Alt-text: Unlabelled box

1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

The ability to communicate is fundamental to quality of life. Speech intelligibility is essential to communicative success [@bib0001]. Of the more than 6,000,000 patients worldwide who are diagnosed with Parkinson\'s Disease (PD) [@bib0002], nearly 90% develop speech signs that may reduce intelligibility \[[@bib0003],[@bib0004]\]. Although less visible than the limb motor signs of PD (e.g., tremor, loss of balance), the speech signs in PD often impair patients' communication and reduce their quality of life \[[@bib0005],[@bib0006]\]. Reductions in speech intelligibility in PD are characterised by decreased vocal loudness and imprecise articulation, among the salient signs of the motor speech disorder of hypokinetic dysarthria [@bib0007]. It has been reported that deficits in sensory feedback and internal cueing may also play a significant role in the speech disorder associated with PD [@bib0008]. These concomitant deficits may help explain why neither medical treatments (e.g., neuropharmacological or neurosurgical) nor traditional speech treatments, which focus on motor speech symptoms alone, have consistently or significantly improved the degenerating speech in PD [@bib0009], [@bib0010], [@bib0011], [@bib0012], [@bib0013].

An intensive behavioural speech treatment targeting voice, Lee Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT LOUD®), has produced the first evidence of short- and long-term (two-year) efficacy of speech treatment in PD, as demonstrated in three randomised controlled trials (RCTs) [@bib0014], [@bib0015], [@bib0016]. This treatment is unlike traditional speech treatments in that it: 1) focuses on a single treatment target of voice, as opposed to utilising multiple targets, such as respiration, loudness, rate, and articulation, 2) follows principles that promote motor learning and activity-dependent neuroplasticity [@bib0017], including intensive dosage (16 1-hour sessions over one month), high effort treatment, and 3) retrains sensory feedback and internal cueing.

These RCTs show benefits of intensive speech treatment targeting voice across a range of speech variables, including objective acoustic measures of vocal loudness, articulation, intonation, and perceptual measures of voice quality and patients' self-reported improvements in communicative effectiveness \[[@bib0004],[@bib0014], [@bib0015], [@bib0016],[@bib0018]\]. These observations are consistent with neural findings (positron emission tomography and functional magnetic resonance imaging) following this intensive voice treatment [@bib0019], [@bib0020], [@bib0021]. In addition, a positive treatment impact on swallowing disorders (dysphagia), frequently comorbid with dysarthria in patients with PD, has been reported \[[@bib0022],[@bib0023]\]. However, while the ability to communicate is fundamental to quality of life and speech intelligibility is essential to communicative success [@bib0001], to date there have been no RCT data to support the impact of speech treatment on intelligibility in this population.

We report the first RCT aimed to evaluate whether intensive speech treatment can improve intelligibility in PD. To dissociate the specific contributions of the intensive dosage of treatment and the target of treatment, our design included two active treatment comparators: intensive treatment targeting voice (voice group, LSVT LOUD) and intensive treatment targeting articulation (articulation group, LSVT ARTIC™) [@bib0016]. Articulation was selected as a treatment target to address the well-established articulatory deficits in PD [@bib0007]. Articulation disorders in PD have been treated, though not intensively, and with moderate success \[[@bib0007],[@bib0024],[@bib0025]\]. The intensive treatment targeting articulation was developed by the clinical research team to impact the articulatory subsystem, which has, in fact, been identified as the strongest contributor to speech intelligibility in PD dysarthria [@bib0026]. All other elements of the two treatments (e.g., dosage and effort) were matched ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). Patients were also randomised to an inactive comparator (no treatment group). Our outcome measure was blinded listeners' transcription accuracy (TA), the gold standard and most objective measure of intelligibility [@bib0027].Table 1Comparison of treatment targeting voice (Voice) and treatment targeting articulation (Articulation) for patients with Parkinson\'s disease.Table 1VoiceArticulationFocus of treatment\
Dosage\
\
\
\
\
\
EffortLoudness\
Increased movement amplitude directed predominately to respiratory-laryngeal systems\
\
Individual treatment session of one hour, four consecutive days per week over a 4-week period\
\
Push for maximum participant perceived effortEnunciation[\*](#tb1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}\
Increased movement amplitude directed predominately to orofacial-articulatory system\
\
Individual treatment session of one hour, four consecutive days per week over a 4-week period\
\
Push for maximum participant perceived effortDaily Exercises\
Maximum sustained movements completing multiple repetitions of tasks, minutes 1--12\
\
\
Directional movements completing multiple repetitions of tasks, minutes 13--23\
\
\
\
\
\
\
Functional movements, minutes 24--30\
Sustain the vowel "ah" in a good quality, loud voice, for as long as possible.\
\
\
Say the vowel "ah" in a good quality, loud voice gliding high in pitch; hold for 5 s.\
\
\
Say the vowel "ah" in a good quality, loud voice gliding low in pitch; hold for 5 s.\
\
\
Participant reads 10 self-generated phrases he/she says daily in functional living (e.g., "Good morning") using the same effort and loudness as he/she did during the maximum sustained movements exercise.\
Sustain articulatory placement for "p" (lips closed) and "t" (tongue tip behind upper teeth) with Iowa Oral Pressure Instrument (IOPI); hold for 4-seconds for each trial.\
\
Repeat as many as possible in 5 s trials, each of the following single consonants with precise articulation (voiceless productions): /p/ /t/ /k/\
\
Repeat as many as possible in 5 s trials, each of the following minimal pair combinations with precise articulation: /t-k/, /n-g/, "oo-ee" and "oo-ah"\
\
Participant reads 10 self-generated phrases he/she says daily in functional living (e.g., "Good morning") using same effort for enunciation as he/she did during the maximum sustained movements exercise.Hierarchy Exercises, minutes 31--55\
Purpose\
\
\
\
Method\
\
\
Tasks\
Train rescaled vocal loudness achieved in the Daily Exercises into context specific and variable speaking activities.\
\
Incorporate multiple repetitions of reading and conversation tasks with a focus on vocal loudness.\
\
Tasks increase in length of utterance and difficulty across weeks, progressing from words to phrases to sentences to reading to conversation, and can be tailored to each participant\'s goals (e.g., communicate at work or with caregivers) and interests (e.g., speak on topics of golf, cooking).\
Train rescaled enunciation achieved in the Daily Exercises into context specific and variable speaking activities.\
\
\
Incorporate multiple repetitions of reading and conversation tasks with a focus on enunciate.\
\
Tasks increase in length of utterance and difficulty across weeks, progressing from words to phrases to sentences to reading to conversation, and can be tailored to each participant\'s goals (e.g., communicate at work or with caregivers) and interests (e.g., speak on topics of golf, cooking).Assign Homework Exercises to be completed outside of the therapy room, minutes 56--60\
Duration and repetitions on treatment days\
(4 days/week)\
\
Duration and repetitions on non-treatment\
days (3 days/week)\
\
Conversational Carryover Assignment\
\
\
Difficulty level\
\
Subset of the Daily Exercises and Hierarchy Exercises; 10 min, performed once per day\
\
Subset of the Daily Exercises and Hierarchy Exercises; 15 min, performed twice per day\
\
Participant is to use the louder voice practiced in exercises in a real-world communication situation\
\
Matched to the level of the hierarchy where the participant is in treatment\
\
Subset of the Daily Exercises and Hierarchy Exercises; 10 min, performed once per day\
\
Subset of the Daily Exercises and Hierarchy Exercises; 15 min, performed twice per day\
\
Participant is to use enunciated speech practiced in exercises in a real-world communication situation\
\
Matched to the level of the hierarchy where the participant is in treatmentShaping Techniques\
Purpose and approach\
Train vocal loudness that is healthy (i.e., no unwanted vocal strain) through use of modeling ("do what I do") or tactile/visual cues.\
Train speech enunciation that is within normal limits (i.e., no excessive movements) through use of modeling ("do what I do") or tactile/visual cues.Sensory CalibrationFocus attention on how it feels and sounds to talk with increased vocal loudness (self-monitoring) and to internally cue (self-generate) new loudness effort in speech.Focus attention on how it feels and sounds to talk with increased enunciation (self-monitoring) and to internally cue (self-generate) new enunciation effort in speech.Objective and subjective clinical data\
collected during each treatment sessionMeasures of duration, frequency, and sound pressure level\
Documentation of percentage of cueing required to implement vocal loudness strategy\
Observations of perceptual voice quality\
Participant\'s self-reported comments about successful use of the improved loudness in daily communication\
Participant self-reported perceived effortMeasures of oral pressure and precise articulatory productions\
Documentation of percentage of cueing required to implement enunciation strategy\
Observations of perceptual speech intelligibility\
Participant\'s self-reported comments about successful use of the improved enunciation in daily communication\
Participant self-reported perceived effort[^1]

It was hypothesised that both intensive speech treatments would improve speech intelligibility in PD. Intelligibility benefits from speech treatment targeting voice would stem from an increase in vocal loudness, as well as from the impact of increased amplitude and coordination of movement gained across speech production subsystems. This would result in improved articulation, intonation, and voice quality, as well as reduced speech rate; thus, increasing intelligibility \[[@bib0004],[@bib0014], [@bib0015], [@bib0016],[@bib0018],[@bib0028]\]. In contrast, the speech treatment targeting articulation was expected to enhance intelligibility primarily by increasing articulatory displacement and reducing speech rate \[[@bib0029],[@bib0030]\]. Given the relationship reported between articulation and speech intelligibility, adjustments made at the articulatory level might be greater in the articulation group than in the voice group, likely yielding particular benefits to intelligibility [@bib0026]. No intelligibility changes were hypothesised for the no treatment group. Findings from this RCT were expected to advance knowledge regarding the impact of intensive speech treatment on speech intelligibility in the growing population of patients with PD [@bib0031].

2. Methods {#sec0002}
==========

2.1. Study design {#sec0003}
-----------------

The current single-centre, parallel arm RCT, was reported following CONSORT guidelines for non-pharmacological treatment \[[@bib0032],[@bib0033]\]. The study was designed to assess whether speech in patients with PD is more intelligible following intensive speech treatment targeting voice or targeting articulation (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT00123084). Thus, this RCT included two active treatment comparators, permitting dissociation of the effects of speech treatment target (voice versus articulation) and speech treatment dosage. The inactive comparator, the no treatment group, evaluated on the same schedule as treated patients, represented the natural progression of the speech disorder in PD. A decision was made to not include a sham treatment so as to adhere to the principle of equipoise and to not place an undue burden of time and effort on the patients who would have received a treatment with little potential for a therapeutic effect \[[@bib0034],[@bib0035]\]. Additionally, given questions regarding the appropriateness of shams as treatment comparators in behavioural research [@bib0035], in this study, the active comparators and the inactive comparator (no treatment group) were judged to provide more helpful contrasts than a sham group.

This study is considered a single-centre, parallel arm RCT because all patient speech sample data were collected at the National centre for Voice and Speech (NCVS), Denver, Colorado. As these speech samples were subsequently analysed at other centres, the study protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Boards in the United States at the University of Colorado Health Sciences centre Denver, the University of Colorado, Boulder, Columbia University, New York City (NYC), New York, and Indiana University (IU), Bloomington. Protocols are available at <https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00123084> and from the corresponding author by request.

2.2. Participants {#sec0004}
-----------------

All patients had hypokinetic dysarthria due to PD. Patient speech samples were collected before and after treatment at NCVS, Denver, an internationally recognised clinical research facility affiliated with the University of Colorado, Boulder. Speech sample selection and piloting of speech intelligibility assessment occurred at the Speech Production and Perception Lab at Columbia University, NYC. Speech sample preparation and speech intelligibility assessment occurred at the Speech Acoustics Lab at IU, Bloomington. Both labs are internationally recognised for their research in perceptual and acoustic analysis of disordered speech. This multi-site collaboration allowed us to address our critical research question through expertise and resources at each site.

At NCVS, Denver, patients with PD were recruited from support groups, clinics, and physicians in the United States. Patients were eligible if they had a neurologist-obtained diagnosis of PD, showed clinical stability on their antiparkinsonian medication in the opinion of the referring neurologist, were within Hoehn and Yahr severity scale Stages I-IV [@bib0036], and were native speakers of American English, with mild, moderate or severe speech and voice disorder. Adults with atypical Parkinson symptoms at screening were excluded, as were those who had received intensive speech treatment in the past two years or had medical conditions such as moderate to severe dementia (Mini Mental Status Exam \< 24/30) [@bib0037], untreated depression (Beck Depression Inventory II ≥ 5) [@bib0038], vocal fold pathology as diagnosed by an otolaryngologist, or any speech disorder or neurological condition that was unrelated to PD. Further information on recruitment, inclusion criteria, enrolment, and demographic and clinical characteristics, as well as sample size methodology, was reported by Ramig and colleagues [@bib0016], as this was part of a larger research project on speech production in PD.

Subsequently at IU, Bloomington, listeners were recruited to assess the speech intelligibility of the patient speech samples. Listeners were neurotypical young adults between the ages of 18 and 35 years who were recruited by flyers and website postings. Listeners were excluded if they failed a hearing screening at 20 dB HL at octave frequencies between 500 and 4000 Hz or were not native speakers of American English. A total of 57 patients and 117 listeners were included in the study. (See power analysis in Statistical analysis section below.) All patients and listeners provided written consent to participate and were compensated for their time [@bib0016].

2.3. Randomisation and masking {#sec0005}
------------------------------

As summarised in [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}, in this RCT, patients with PD generated speech samples at baseline and post-treatment. Subsequently, listeners performed intelligibility assessment of these samples. Randomisation and masking are described first with regard to patient speech samples and then with regard to listeners' intelligibility assessment.Fig. 1Trial Profile. In this RCT, patients with PD generated speech samples. Subsequently, listeners performed intelligibility assessment of these speech samples. Data are summarized in the Results. Please see Ramig and colleagues' previous work for details on patients with PD [@bib0016]. PD=Parkinson\'s disease; BDI-II=Beck Depression Inventory-II; MMSE=Mini Mental Status Exam; ENT=Ear Nose Throat examination. \*For details on PD patient enrolment, see Ramig and colleagues' previous work [@bib0016].Fig. 1

At NCVS, Denver, randomisation of patients was performed by a statistician not otherwise involved in the study. A minimisation algorithm was derived using a 1:1:1 randomisation ratio to one-month voice or articulation or no treatment groups. Patients with PD were assigned based on demographic and clinical characteristics such as age, disease duration and severity, depression, and their respective weights. A minimisation algorithm was used as part of the randomisation process toward balancing baseline characteristics. The statistician generated a written allocation derived from the minimisation algorithm and forwarded it to an available treating clinician, who enroled the patient.

In keeping with informed consent procedures of the Institutional Review Board (IRB), patients were informed that they would be randomly placed in one of three groups, including possibly a no treatment group, with equal chance of being assigned to any group. Before randomisation, all patients were informed that if they were placed in the untreated group, they could receive complimentary treatment after the study was completed. As stated by van der Kolk and colleagues [@bib0039], "masking in non-pharmacological studies is virtually impossible because the intervention is obvious to those who receive it" (p. 1006). Nevertheless, all efforts were made to limit bias throughout the study. For example, the treatment names were never disclosed. Patients were not provided with information about the specific treatment tasks in other groups, nor did patients interact with the other groups. Patients' experimental speech samples were recorded following scripted protocols, by well-trained data collectors blinded to the treatment the patient received. Patients were not cued to modify their speech (e.g., to speak loudly or to enunciate) during data collection. To maintain independence between treating clinicians and patient experimental data, clinicians were not involved in data collection of patients they treated. Speech treatments were delivered by three speech clinicians who specialised in treating patients with PD [@bib0016]. The treating clinicians were trained to avoid imparting bias when administering treatment, with an emphasis on delivering treatments without preference.

The treatments began one to two weeks after randomisation. Treatments followed established standardised protocols, and a primary investigator provided oversight in order to ensure fidelity of both treatments. Patients' adherence to interventions was assessed by their attendance at all 16 sessions and submission of daily homework and carryover checklists. In addition, on treatment days, patients and family members responded to clinicians' questions regarding how other people responded to the patients' speech outside of the treatment setting (to assess generalisation of treatment effects). Finally, patients and family members completed rating scales at baseline and at post-treatment to document the impact of the treatment on the patients' functional communication [@bib0016]. Adherence was comparable across both treatment groups.

Both treatments were provided by all clinicians. Clinicians provided the same positive reinforcement during both treatments and conferred frequently to promote fidelity and consistency in delivery of each treatment. In post-treatment interviews, clinicians reported equal investment and belief in the effectiveness of both treatments, thus supporting equipoise. Moreover, when treated patients were asked whether they received the best treatment to which they could have been randomised, 95% of the patients in the articulation group and 100% of the patients in the voice group responded positively.

At IU, Bloomington, listeners performed intelligibility assessment of the speech samples generated by patients. All listeners heard all speech samples.

The design of this study was an assessor-blind RCT. Assessors were data collectors, listeners, and data managers. Data were coded such that all assessors at both locations were blinded to group assignment and treatment conditions. For example, at Columbia University, NYC, the baseline and post-treatment sentence stimuli were selected from the patients' recordings by a blinded investigator. At IU, Bloomington, addition of noise, speech intelligibility assessment and data management were performed by the blinded research team. Listeners were presented with patients' stimuli with no information provided regarding group assignment or treatment conditions.

2.4. Procedures {#sec0006}
---------------

At NCVS, Denver, one of two intensive speech treatments (targeting voice or targeting articulation) was delivered to two groups of patients, and the third group received no treatment. As indicated in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} (previously published) [@bib0016], both treatments were matched on all variables (e.g., dosage and effort) except for the single target of voice or articulation. Both treatments followed three principles: 1) a single training target (voice or articulation), aiming for greater amplitude of speech output. (A key element of treatment targeting voice involves training vocal loudness; in the articulation group, a key component is training articulation.); 2) an intensive dosage of treatment (16 1-hour sessions/1 month) with daily carryover activities and homework (10--15 min on treatment days, twice on non-treatment days); 3) retraining of sensory feedback and internal cueing. Further details of the treatments, clinicians, and control of bias have been published previously and are included in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} [@bib0016].

At NCVS, Denver, patients' acoustic data (speech samples) were collected by research staff within one week prior to the onset of treatment (baseline) and within one week after termination of one month of treatment (post-treatment). For each patient, timing of data collection was designed to maintain consistency in relation to the patient\'s medication levels. The patients were seated in an Industrial Acoustics Company (IAC) sound-treated booth. A head-mounted AKG 420 condenser microphone was positioned 8 cm from the patient\'s lips \[[@bib0016],[@bib0040]\]. The microphone was calibrated to a sound-level metre (Bruel and Kjaer 2239), and sound pressure level (SPL) was extracted with a reference distance of 30 cm [@bib0040].

Narrative speech was collected, rather than the commonly-examined read or repeated speech \[[@bib0004],[@bib0041]\], to increase external validity by approximating daily self-generated spontaneous conversation [@bib0042]. Consistent with previous work [@bib0043], all patients generated a 90-second personal narrative monologue ("narrative speech") describing a time when they felt extremely happy. These narratives were originally elicited for a study on facial expression in PD [@bib0044], but were subsequently analysed for this intelligibility study. Because emotional content affects speech production and intelligibility [@bib0045], the effects of emotional content were thereby controlled [@bib0043]. The audio recordings of the speech samples were then restored to their originally-produced SPLs using published methods \[[@bib0014], [@bib0015], [@bib0016],[@bib0040]\].

At Columbia University, NYC, sentences from the speech sample recordings were selected for speech intelligibility assessment. One baseline and one post-treatment sentence were selected (by an investigator blinded to group assignment) from the recordings of each patient. The decision to include one sentence at each timepoint was necessary in order to implement TA, the most objective, consistent, and reliable measure of intelligibility [@bib0027]. In contrast to more subjective measures, such as listener intelligibility ratings (e.g., on a scale of 0--5), orthographic transcription requires the listener considerable time and effort to decode, process, remember, and type each utterance. Thus, the choice to include only one baseline and one post-treatment sentence from each patient (126 sentences, with reliability sentences included) rendered it feasible to collect high-quality, reliable data on all patients. Each sentence selected was the first complete phrase that was at least 18 s from the start of the speech sample and contained 4--11 words [@bib0046]. No significant differences in the number of words per sentence were found amongst groups at baseline (*p* = 0·9663) or at post-treatment (*p* = 0·7246). There were also no significant baseline to post-treatment changes in the number of words per sentence within groups (*p* = 0·8085).

At IU, Bloomington, speech sample preparation, and intelligibility assessment and data management were performed. The research team was blinded to treatment conditions. Using standard procedures [@bib0047], ten-talker babble noise from the AzBio sentences was added to the sentence stimuli [@bib0048]. Noise was added to approximate "real-world" background noise conditions and to allow controlled measurement of the impact of patients' reduced vocal loudness on speech intelligibility [@bib0048]. We maintained the same noise level in the baseline and post-treatment stimuli of each patient because environmental noise would not be expected to change post-treatment.

To prepare the stimuli, sentences were first edited with Praat software to eliminate silences before and after the utterance [@bib0049]. These edited sentences and babble noise were input to a custom MATLAB programme that measured the root mean square (RMS)-voltage of each baseline sentence [@bib0050]. The MATLAB code then adjusted the RMS-voltage of the babble noise to produce a baseline sentence embedded in noise with a 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [@bib0051]. Next, the baseline noise (i.e., at the pre-treatment noise level) was mixed with the post-treatment sentence for each patient\'s speech. Finally, the MATLAB programme added 400 ms of babble noise prior to the onset of speech. The sentence offset was followed by 50 ms of babble noise to avoid abrupt stimulus onsets and offsets.

Once listeners passed screening, they participated in a familiarisation task, followed by the experimental speech intelligibility assessment task. During familiarisation, the listener sat alone in a double-walled IAC sound booth. The listener heard recorded sentences in noise from six patients with PD whose samples were not included as experimental stimuli. All listeners transcribed (i.e., typed) all familiarisation sentences with high accuracy and therefore proceeded to the experimental task.

For the experimental speech intelligibility assessment task, the listener remained in the sound booth. Patients' recorded speech samples were delivered from a desktop computer (Dell Optiplex 9020). The listener heard the sentence stimuli through insert-earphones presented at the patients' originally-produced SPLs (mean SPL=76 dB; SD=4·1 dB; range=66--86 dB at 30 cm, across sentences). Output was set by the examiner and checked before each experimental session. Listeners were not permitted to adjust the volume. In classic approaches to measuring speech intelligibility, speech signal levels may be equalised and listeners may be permitted to adjust the playback volume to amplify inaudible speech [@bib0052]; thus, the ability to include the contribution of vocal loudness to speech intelligibility is lost. Our recording and playback procedures, in contrast, maintained the relative vocal loudness variations within and across the patients' sentences, permitting patients' original vocal loudness to be replicated for listeners. Any reduced vocal loudness (diminished audibility) that may have contributed to reductions in intelligibility in PD was thereby captured.

Listeners were presented with a sentence and asked to type exactly what they heard. They were permitted to replay the sentence once if needed. Upon completion of typing, listeners pressed the enter key, and the next sentence began after a delay of 50% of the duration of the previous sentence. Customised software was used for both presentation and acquisition of the TA data in MATLAB (version R2015b) \[[@bib0050],[@bib0053]\].

A total of 126 sentences were used in the speech intelligibility assessment, to include one baseline and one post-treatment sentence from each of the 57 patients. This included 12 sentences (approximately 10%) repeated to enable assessment of listener reliability. Customised presentation software was used for randomisation and presentation of stimuli [@bib0053]. For each patient, the baseline and post-treatment sentences were presented as a pair, with the sentences randomised within each pair. These pairs of baseline and post-treatment sentences were presented in random order. Each listener was presented with a different randomisation of the pairs. No information was provided about the patients or treatment conditions.

In preparation for scoring, two investigators, blinded to treatment conditions, orthographically transcribed the patients' sentences (i.e., typed the sentences they heard) without noise independently. They then compared each other\'s transcriptions, adjusting the playback volume as needed to check accuracy. When discrepancies were revealed (5% of stimuli, primarily "a" versus "the"), they were resolved through reanalysis and discussion. TA scoring involved comparing listeners' transcriptions to the investigators' transcription and determining the percentage of words transcribed correctly. Spelling errors and homonyms were scored as correct [@bib0052].

2.5. Outcomes {#sec0007}
-------------

The primary outcome variable for this RCT on intelligibility was blinded listeners' orthographic transcription accuracy (TA), defined here as percentage of words transcribed correctly. Results of the RCT involving SPL outcomes, not reported here, were published previously [@bib0016].

2.6. Statistical analysis {#sec0008}
-------------------------

To derive the required adult listener sample size for the intelligibility assessment, 16 listeners who were recruited in New York City, comprised a pilot sample. The 16 listeners transcribed baseline and post-treatment sentences from the 57 patients in the RCT, and TA was determined. Based on these data, the effect for the voice group relative to no treatment was computed as 13·5%, with an estimate of standard deviation of 12% from mixed effects models. A Bonferroni correction was applied for the three multiple comparisons to yield an overall alpha error of 0·05 for a two-tailed test. Given these assumptions, 117 listeners were required to transcribe the speech for intelligibility assessment. From these data we derived TA as a percentage for 19 patients in each of the three groups to yield 80% power to detect differences amongst groups [@bib0054]. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were derived to assess intra- and inter-listener reliability.

Descriptive statistics for demographic and clinical variables at baseline are presented in the Results section by group as means and standard deviations or relative frequencies. Differences amongst PD groups at baseline were tested using chi-square or Exact tests for categorical variables and analysis-of-variance or Kruskal-Wallis tests accounting for three multiple comparisons (Bonferroni). Descriptive statistics for TA are presented as least squares means (LSM) and adjusted 95% confidence intervals derived from mixed-effects models or generalised-estimating equations, accounting for the multiple listeners and time (i.e., baseline and post-treatment).

Analysis ascribed to the intention-to-treat approach. Significance was set as *p*\<0·05. All tests were two-tailed and performed using Statistical Analysis System (SAS) Version 9·4, Cary NC. There was no Data and Safety Monitoring Board, and no interim analysis was performed.

2.7. Role of funding source {#sec0009}
---------------------------

Patient data collection and treatment were funded by the 10.13039/100000002National Institutes of Health-National Institute for Deafness and other Communication Disorders (NIH---NIDCD) R01 DC0115. Manuscript preparation and intelligibility assessment were funded in part by LSVT Global, Inc., whose investigators are in full compliance with Federal Statute 42 C.F.R. Part 50, Subpart F (see <https://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/coi/index.htm>). The corresponding author had full access to all of the data in the study and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

3. Results {#sec0010}
==========

At NCVS, in Denver, a total of 81 patients with PD passed a phone screening. At the baseline visit (pre-treatment), eligibility was confirmed. The 64 patients who were not excluded were randomised to the voice group (*n* = 22), the articulation group (*n* = 20), and the no treatment group (*n* = 22) ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}). The most common reason patients were excluded was not meeting medical criteria, as described in previous work [@bib0016]. The trial was terminated as per protocol. No adverse events were reported.

[Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} shows that during preparation of speech samples for intelligibility assessment, samples from 7 of the 64 patients were excluded due to patients not meeting criteria (subsequent diagnosis of non-idiopathic PD) and unusable stimuli (technical difficulties/noise). Speech samples from 57 patients (*n* = 19 in each group) remained for intelligibility assessment. The study population had a mean age of 66·5 (SD=8·5). Of the 57 patients, 16 were women. The mean number of years since PD diagnosis was 4·9 (SD=5·4). Patients' baseline demographic and clinical characteristics are listed in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}. As also described in previous work [@bib0016], differences amongst groups at baseline with regard to each of the demographic and clinical characteristics were not statistically significant (*p*\>0·26).Table 2Patients' demographic and clinical characteristics and transcription accuracy at baseline by treatment group.Table 2Characteristics (Weights)Voice (*N* = 19)Articulation (*N* = 19)No treatment (*N* = 19)All PD combined (*N* = 57)Males (0·5)N (%)14 (73·7)15 (79·0)12 (63·2)41 (71·9)Females (0·5)N (%)5 (26·3)4 (21·1)7 (36·8)16 (28·1)Age in years (0·5)Mean (SD)67·9 (7·2)67·5 (9·0)64·2 (9·2)66·5 (8·5)Years since diagnosis (0·5)Mean (SD)4·9 (6·9)5·0 (5·2)4·9 (4·2)4·9 (5·4)Hoehn & Yahr stage w/ med. (0·5)Mean (SD)2·1 (0·6)2·3 (0·7)2·0 (0·6)2·1 (0·6)Swallow (1)Mean (SD)1·3 (0·9)1·2 (1·0)1·0 (0·6)1·1 (0·8)Voice (1)Mean (SD)1·7 (0·7)1·7 (0·8)1·6 (0·7)1·7 (0·7)Articulation (1)Mean (SD)0·8 (0·7)0·8 (0·5)0·6 (0·6)0·7 (0·6)BDI-II (0·25)Mean (SD)9·6 (5·8)9·2 (5·7)7·6 (4·8)8·8 (5·4)Levadopa equivalent med. (mg/d)Mean (SD)649 (380)667 (468)722 (418)679 (417)MMSE (0·25)Mean (SD)28·8 (1·4)28·7 (1·2)29·0 (0·8)28·8 (1·2)Transcription accuracy[\*](#tb2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Mean (SD)53·6 (31·1)44·8 (31·9)64·4 (26·9)54·3 (30·1)[^2][^3]

At IU, Bloomington, intelligibility assessment took place between June 23, 2016 and August 14, 2017. Neurotypical young adults (*n* = 134) were recruited as listeners and were blinded to study conditions. Three listeners were excluded from participating due to failing the hearing screening. Data from a total of 14 participants were excluded from analysis due to not returning for the second part of testing (*n* = 3), not meeting language criteria (*n* = 1), or unusable data because of hardware malfunction (*n* = 10). Analysable data remained from 117 listeners. High reliability was found between and within listeners. The ICC for inter-listener reliability by group and by baseline/post-treatment for TA ranged from 0·66 to 0·83. The ICC for intra-listener reliability across all listeners pooled for TA was 0·92 (*p*\<0·0001).

[Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} presents mean TA for baseline, post-treatment and difference pre- to post-treatment in TA, as well as corresponding 95% confidence intervals. [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} shows changes in TA by treatment group. The voice group, articulation group, and no treatment group did not differ significantly in TA at baseline (*p* = 0·20), as indicated in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}. Specifically, pairwise differences amongst the groups were not statistically significant (voice vs. articulation *p* = 1·0000; articulation vs. no treatment *p* = 0·2947; voice vs. no treatment *p* = 0·5202).Table 3Descriptive statistics for transcription accuracy (TA) at baseline (pre-treatment), post-treatment, and within-group changes across 117 listeners.Table 3VariableVoice (*N* = 19 patients)Articulation (*N* = 19 patients)No treatment (*N* = 19 patients)LSM \[95% CI\]LSM \[95% CI\]LSM \[95% CI\]Baseline (pre-treatment)53·6 \[42·6, 64·5\]44·8 \[37·0, 52·6\]64·4 \[55·9, 72·9\]Post-treatment85·1 \[79·7, 90·5\]51·6 \[45·1, 58·0\]52·5 \[39·5, 65·5\]Difference Pre to Post31·5 \[19·6, 43·5\]6·8 \[−3·2, 16·8\]−11·9 \[−21·1, −2·7\][^4]Fig. 2Transcription (TA) accuracy by treatment. Error bars denote standard errors. For treatment targeting voice (voice group), within group increases in TA from baseline to post-treatment were significant (*p*\<0.0001). For treatment targeting articulation (articulation group), increases in TA from baseline to post-treatment were not significant (*p* = 0.18). For the no treatment group, decreases in TA were significant (*p* = 0.0115). Between-group comparisons of changes in TA from baseline to post-treatment indicated that increases in the voice group were significantly greater than those for both the articulation group (*p* = 0.04) and the no treatment group (*p* = 0.0002). Differences in TA changes between the articulation group and the no treatment group were not significant (*p* = 0.147).Fig. 2:

For the voice group, within group (w) increases from baseline to post-treatment were statistically significant (*w* = 31·5%, CI 19·6 − 43·5; *p*\<0·0001; effect size \[ES\]=1·2). For the articulation group, increases from baseline to post-treatment were not significant (*w* = 6·8%, CI −3·2 − 16·8; *p* = 0·18; ES=0·3). For the no treatment group, decreases in TA were significant (*w*=−11·9%, CI −21·1 − 2·7; *p* = 0·0115; ES=0·6).

Between-group (d) comparisons of changes in TA from baseline to post-treatment indicated that increases in the voice group were significantly greater than those for both the articulation group (*d* = 26·2%, CI 1·5 − 51·0; *p* = 0·04; ES=1·0) and the no treatment group (*d* = 42·8%, CI 22·4 − 63·2; *p* = 0·0002; ES=1·8). Differences in TA changes between the articulation group and the no treatment group were not significant (*d* = 16·5%, CI −6·1 − 39·2; *p* = 0·147; ES=0·9).

4. Discussion {#sec0011}
=============

While previous evidence indicates that intensive speech treatment targeting voice can make short- and long-term improvements across a range of variables in PD, ^4,12,14--16,18^ the present study provides the first RCT evidence that intensive speech treatment targeting voice significantly improves speech intelligibility in this neurodegenerative disorder. Two intensive speech treatments (active comparators), treatment targeting voice and treatment targeting articulation, were studied, along with a no treatment group (inactive comparator). Patients\' sentence stimuli were presented to 117 listeners in multi-talker babble noise. Only treatment targeting voice yielded statistically significant gains in transcription accuracy (TA), the primary outcome variable, when compared to treatment targeting articulation and no treatment. Intra- and inter-listener reliability of TA was high.

Speech intelligibility gains had been hypothesised for both intensive speech treatments [@bib0014], [@bib0015], [@bib0016]. In previous studies in PD, when patients were simply asked to speak louder (i.e., not treated), a minimum gain of 5% in intelligibility for sentences in noise was used as a benchmark for determining clinical meaningfulness [@bib0055]. Thus, the post-treatment gain of 31·5% in TA reported here for the voice group strongly (ES 1·2) suggests that implementation of speech treatment targeting voice would generate a clinically meaningful improvement in intelligibility. These speech intelligibility outcomes are added to previously published gains following treatment targeting voice [@bib0004],[@bib0012],[@bib0014], [@bib0015], [@bib0016],[@bib0018], [@bib0019], [@bib0020], [@bib0021], [@bib0022], [@bib0023],[@bib0056]. Taken together, these data suggest that meaningful improvements in communication and, thus, in health-related quality of life, would be expected when this treatment is included in patient management [@bib0057], [@bib0058], [@bib0059], [@bib0060].

Although articulation has been considered the strongest contributor to intelligibility in PD dysarthria [@bib0026], the post-treatment gain of 6·8% in the articulation group was not statistically significant. However, potential benefits of treatment targeting articulation may be worth exploring for patient populations that typically exhibit more severe oral motor deficits.

The mechanisms underlying the intelligibility improvements following intensive speech treatment targeting voice could be twofold. First, a goal of treatment targeting voice is to increase vocal loudness. Previous outcome data from the current patient group indicated that increases in SPL, the acoustic correlate of vocal loudness, were greater for the voice group than for the articulation group [@bib0016]. Logically, increasing vocal loudness, and therefore, audibility, in patients with PD, many of whom present with decreased vocal loudness [@bib0007], would likely increase their intelligibility.

Secondly, beyond audibility, intelligibility benefits from intensive treatment targeting voice may stem from the impact of increased amplitude and coordination of movement gained across speech production subsystems when patients increase their vocal effort. That is, driving amplitude through the single target of voice may engage neurophysiological and biomechanical linkages between the vocal and the articulatory subsystems, thereby optimising treatment efficiency \[[@bib0004],[@bib0061],[@bib0062]\]. In support of this explanation, Neel found that while artificially amplifying habitual speech in patients with PD increased their intelligibility, having the patients speak loudly yielded even greater intelligibility improvements, when SPLs were matched \[[@bib0055],[@bib0063]\]. These findings add support to the explanation of increased activity across motor systems, including in the phonatory and articulatory subsystems \[[@bib0004],[@bib0014]\], contributing to improved intelligibility when voice is the target of intensive speech treatment.

Comparing two treatment groups, matched on all variables except for target, demonstrates that the difference in outcomes here is not simply due to the intensive treatment dosage. The differential improvement in intelligibility related to the treatment target of voice provides important guidance for the implementation of speech treatment in PD. The significant decrease in TA in the no treatment group could reasonably be explained by the slightly higher (nonsignificant) TA levels at baseline relative to other groups and regression toward the mean [@bib0064].

Although the present study reports on patients' speech only at baseline and immediate post-treatment, narrative speech samples were also collected 6 months post-treatment. Previous RCTs on acoustic correlates of vocal loudness and intonation have found benefits of treatment targeting voice up to 2 years post-treatment \[[@bib0014],[@bib0015]\]. Our further analyses and future RCTs should address long-term maintenance of intelligibility gains following intensive voice treatment and the potential need for continued treatment.

Scientific advances and rigorous methodology in behavioural treatment were implemented in this study. amongst the strengths and innovations, two active treatment comparators and an inactive comparator were included. Furthermore, the rigorous intelligibility measure of TA by 117 blinded listeners was reported. The study methodology permitted patients' originally-produced vocal loudness to be replicated for listeners, resulting in the dimension of vocal loudness being included in intelligibility assessment for the first time in an RCT. Finally, we examined the externally valid narrative speech generated by patients with PD, controlling for effects of emotional content and more closely approximating daily spontaneous communication than most previous work \[[@bib0045],[@bib0056]\].

A limitation of narrative speech, studied here, however, is its inherent variability in length, linguistic complexity, and predictability. Still, the method for sentence selection was systematic and the sentences were comparable in number of words across groups and conditions. Moreover, the study was statistically powered for patient and listener sample sizes and reliability of the findings was high.

Another possible limitation is that, whereas speech treatment targeting voice is implemented internationally (by approximately 20,000 clinicians in 70 countries, including telemedicine applications) [@bib0065], [@bib0066], [@bib0067], [@bib0068], this study involved only American English speakers. Although these treatment studies report positive outcomes in languages other than English \[[@bib0065],[@bib0066],[@bib0069],[@bib0070]\], replication of rigorous intelligibility research is needed across linguistic and cultural backgrounds to assess intelligibility gains as a function of treatment internationally.

The current findings are significant in that they present the first RCT data documenting that intensive speech treatment targeting voice improves speech intelligibility in PD. Research evaluating broad clinical translation of such findings to other populations, such as individuals with ataxia [@bib0071], cerebral palsy [@bib0072], or presbyphonia [@bib0073], is an important current and future direction.
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[^1]: The instruction 'Enunciate' is used to train articulatory effort and 'Speak loud' is used to train healthy vocal effort.

    Both therapies are standardized with respect to intensive dosage. Effort in treatment targeting voice and treatment targeting articulation are based on the participant\'s self-perceived effort during treatment tasks, on a scale of 1--10, with 10 being highest perceived effort.

[^2]: BDI-II= Beck Depression Inventory-II^38^; MMSE= Mini Mental Status Exam^37^; Swallow, voice and articulation were measured on a scale from 0 to 5, where 0 = no disorder and 5 = severe disorder. All variables in this Table except transcription accuracy (TA) were used in minimisation algorithm for RCT of patients with PD, who generated speech samples.^16^ Randomisation ratio was 1:1:1 performed using the minimisation algorithm based on variables and weights () chosen *a priori.* Subsequently, listeners performed intelligibility assessment of patient speech samples and TA was established. **There were no significant between-group differences at baseline for TA or any of the other variables.**

[^3]: Bonferroni adjusted p-values from mixed effects models across listeners for TA.

[^4]: LSM = Least squares means; CI = Confidence intervals.
